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global warming and climate change
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Milk Bottle Face Instructions

Materials: You need to gather...

Scissors and sharpies (only 
permanent markers will work)

Assorted tape both 
clear and coloured
(electrical tape good) 
for extra decoration

Assorted decorative bits - stickers, 
beads, pipe cleaners, ribbons, 
fabric, feathers - whatever you like!
(you may need a good glue)

Milk carton
Any size will do
KEEP THE LIDS!!

*TIP: Single hole punchers are useful to punch holes in the top of the cartons for extra 
decoration, to thread string, ribbons or pipe cleaners through.

1. Take a milk carton and carefully cut in half 
along the natural line.

To cut safely, Show the children how to squash 
the carton to make a snip first.  The children can 
then get their scissors in safely to cut along the 
the line.   

Keep both bits - but you will be using the 
bit with the handle for now.

IF YOU ARE GOING TO PAINT YOUR 
MILK BOTTLE:
Use only 1 or 2 colours per bottle, and let it 
dry thoroughly before following the next step

*TIP: FOR PAINTED BOTTLE (Good for animals) - You  need assorted paint mixed with PVA 
so that it will stick to the bottle.  It is recommended just to use 1 or 2 colours then let it dry 
and do the patterns with sharpies.
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2. Decorate using a sharpie.

(You coud practice first looking 
at manga or cartoon faces)

3. Remeber to do the sides 
too!

4. Add other bits of decoration 
like ribbons or stickers....

Or thread pipe cleaners or 
wool through punched holes..

5. When finished, place in 
other half of bottle so you can 
steady it.

6. Fill with soil and plant with 
seeds or a young plant!
It is easier to set up a separate 
planting table for this.  (Follow 
plant instructions how to care 
for it). 

Alternatively: Use the other half of the carton to make a body, by cutting a hole in it and placing 
the bottle top inside the hole.  An adult will need to cut the hole!
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Want to know more about the artist that 
designed this resource? Contact us and we’ll 
happily introduce you!

@sunderlandculture

@SundCulture

@sunderlandculture


